The driving mission of Unox is “to contribute to the Quality, Competitiveness and Simplification of our customers' cooking processes”.

Founded in 1990, Unox has over the years become the leading Italian manufacturer of professional ovens, combining the expertise of thousands of cooking professionals from all over the world with its technical knowledge, specific industrial skills and every-day passion and dedication.

The Unox Supply Chain is characterized by strong vertical integration: both upstream with strategic supply elements, and downstream with subsidiaries and sales offices in the major world markets. Unox creates value at every step of the way: from studying market needs to executing innovative design; from raw materials purchase to the assembly process; from the delivery of the finished product to the comprehensive training of the end-user.

Unox has an active international business presence with subsidiaries and sales offices in Germany, UK, Russia, Australia, France, South Africa, Malesya, United States, Czech Republic, Spain, Portugal, Turkey, Sweden, Brasil, Mexico, South Korea, Dubai, China, Philippines and Colombia.

---

**Job Description: Data Analyst**

Data Analysts play a central part in the IT team at Unox: their aim is to transform data into knowledge and value for Unox and its customers. Their work supports and enables effective data driven decisions across all the business processes, creating and sustaining efficient workplaces through inventive simplification.

A Data Analyst at Unox works closely within the value delivery processes to turn data into actionable intelligence, feasible data driven solutions, and effective key performance indicators. In addition to statistics, database and programming skills, data analysts are also proficient strategic thinkers - proposing innovative ways to look at problems, validating their findings via experimental and iterative approaches, and presenting back their results in a way that can be easily understood by non-technical counterparts.

**Responsibilities:**
- Define and measure the performances of the business processes
- Design and prototype the UI/UX requirements with the stakeholders
- Develop and validate business intelligence reports and applications
- As project owner, estimate the resources required and set the proper milestones and deadlines
- Monitor and coordinate external partners if needed

**Typically, a Data Analyst at Unox is involved in the following activities:**
- Map information flows across the company
- Perform Exploratory Data Analysis on relational databases
- Hypotheses testing and prototyping
- Develop business intelligence reports and data driven applications (e.g. QlikView, web applications)
- Balance time and efforts across multiple projects and schedules
- Standardize and share knowledge, procedures and best practices among the IT team
- Understand and proactively improve the data life cycle

**Requirements:**
- Degree in engineering, computer science, mathematics or statistics
- Good coding skills
- Proficiency with SQL language and relational databases